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the NEEDLE and BALL Should the needle be controlled by the ailerons, the ball by the rudder, or vice versa?



Written and Illustrated By



George B. Collinge (EAA 67 Lifetime) 5037 Marlin Way Oxnard, California 93030



J. HE ART OF piloting airplanes has generated a number of controversies: up-wind/down-wind turns, torque-P factor-slipstream and precession, wing-down or crab, to name but a few. The needle and ball instrument has also



provided a sizeable share of hangar flying discussions. This subject has been "aired" in a lot of books and magazine articles over the years, stories such as different instructors, different air forces and different countries all supposedly teaching different methods of control. It is fairly safe to say that fundamentally, all airplanes are controlled in the same way, that is, the ailerons control roll, the elevators pitch and the rudder yaw. It might be that a certain airplane requires a lot of rudder in a turn



(with the ball centered). Some pilots may say that this would be a "rudder a'rplane". It should not be construed however, that the rudder is turning the airplane. Could be that adverse aileron drag is so large, an extraordinary amount of rudder pressure is needed to prevent slipping. Or



that the rudder controls are just stiff. The ailerons nevertheless still are the primary control in roll. Certain airplane designs that were tried but discarded in the past, which despite their deficiencies keep cropping up every now and again. So does the idea that aileron for ball and rudder for needle, is the proper method by which to fly. I'm willing to listen though, which is why I read all these things in the first place. In 1 ike vein and ever eager to learn new fun things, I attended an FAA "Pilot Meeting" a



while ago. The circulated poop sheet said that it was going to be about "new techniques for training and flying in light multi-engine aircraft" and that it was an "absolute MUST for Multi-Engine Pilots and Flight Instructors."



Well, it was standing room only. Officials were scurrying around taking photographs of the huge crowd to show back in Oklahoma or Washington or wherever. Eventually



the featured speakers made it known that the manufacturers and the FAA had decided that something had to be done to decrease the appalling multi-engine training-flight ac-



cident rate. Great, here it comes! But what was this fantastic new technique? It was to raise the minimum legal altitude for practicing single-engine procedure! So high in fact, that most light twins will probably stall before they ever reach minimum single-engine speed. At intermission, the pilots exiting the building and the line up of cars trying to leave the parking lot convinced me I was hardly alone in my feeling of disenchantment (trans-



late, ripoff). I wonder if they ever took any photographs during the second half? Back to the needle and ball. While no new revolutionary techniques are offered, it might be advantageous if one or two basics were reviewed first. Other than particular kinds of aerobatics and some military handling methods for aiming purposes, it is today still generally accepted that to correctly turn an airplane in flight, one must incline the lift force inward (in the direction you wish to go). Ailerons primarily control the rolling plane, therefore they control the angle of bank, therefore the rate of turn, therefore the needle, (Fig. 1). In certain new rate instruments the needle has been replaced by a banking airplane, to emphasize the fact that it should be controlled by the ailerons. There may be confusion at the same time, as it can not show the actual angle of bank and it has some other visual limitations. Exceptions supposedly prove a rule, so to further minimize ammunition for nit pickers, here it should be mentioned that a few modern military types, mostly deltas or aircraft with pivoting wings swept in the fully aft position, will fly at extremely high angles of attack helped by tremendously powerful engines (Fig. 2). In this unusual flight attitude, roll control by aileron can be ineffective, and some rudder may be substituted. The low aspect-ratio tends to prevent spinning because each wing tip is so close to the aircraft centerline that it is difficult to make one side stall and not the other. Also, the terrific in-flow or vortexflow of air over the wing at the very high angles of attack prevents separation but causes high drag which usually slows the airplane, the resultant reduced lift dropping it long before it might spin. On some of these aircraft, the application of aileron roll control adversely effects the function of nearby vertical surfaces. Use of rudder may tend to roll the airplane in the opposite direction. Therefore special methods may be called for in these extreme cases. It is safe to say then, in flight, except aerobatics and spins, the normal function of the rudder control is to assist the inherent directional stability of the airplane, be it good or bad. The simplest slip or skid instrument, the ball, was installed in many early airplanes (Fig. 3). Pilots learned to center it with rudder, especially during climbs, when the spiralling slipstream over the vertical tail tended to yaw the airplane, and where there is no way it will fly straight, laterally level, with the ball centered, without using rudder or rudder trim! As a slip or skid acts in the yawing plane, it would seem only logical to control it by that surface whose primary function just happens to be that of controlling the yawing plane. And that is the rudder of course. Not the pilot-heat switch or the deicers or the elevators or the ailerons. The ball is not a gyro or rate indicator. It merely tells you if the airplane is flying in a correct aerodynamic fashion, that is, going in the direction it's pointing. Nothing else. To fly in cloud or at night, the pioneers realized that one had to determine if and when the airplane was turning and at what rate. Hence the gyro driven needle. To obtain a steady reading of the needle, the ball should first be in the center. If not, then the airplane is either slipping or skidding and to correct this condition should be the first order of business. Once the ball is centered, with rudder, then the steady needle tells you more accurately what the rate of turn is. The other way, and especially with slower aircraft, if the pilot attempts to center the needle with rudder, the ball will go out. Aileron the ball back in and the needle goes off. Instead of anticipating and leading, this is "chasing" the instrument and the airplane is flopping all over the sky. There is no point in arguing that one can't fly using the control functions in this limited way because the ball, in conjunction with the needle, but only in conjunction with it, can be used to show a bank. It can be done and apparently SPORT AVIATION 45



FIGURE 1



An easy and logical way to Introduce It to students Is to think of the needle as a miniature stick controlled by the aircraft stick (or wheel).



lots of pilots do it. But isn't it the hard way? One recent article described how its author carried out a cross-wind landing. He held a wing down, (pushing the ball out of center with aileron) and prevented the nose from turning by keeping the needle centered with rudder. For him, this cross-control situation was proof positive that the ailerons really did control the ball and the rudder the needle. No matter that it can be looked at the other way: push the ball with rudder and hold the needle with aileron. On larger airplanes where instruments may be more often used down to ground proximity, the crab method is usually employed, because those engine pods are oh so close to the runway. Regardless of viewpoint, who the heck flies instruments during a cross-wind landing in a Stearman or a Pitts? This is about as relevant as the question of whether or not Mrs. Lincoln enjoyed the play. There is also the argument that small heading errors or changes can be corrected by ruddering the needle. Yes but, if you rudder the needle, the ball is going to go out because the airplane will then skid and it will not be going where it is pointed no matter what the D.I. says. You have actually initiated a situation which then requires a correction with aileron. Why not use aileron in the first place? If done smoothly, little if any rudder will be needed so it's more simple and neater, as well as more logical. Some pilots think there is less turning error in a compass if flat turns are made. But who in their right mind tries to read a compass while turning in any manner? The faster the airplane the greater the angle of bank essential for a given



rate of turn. Can you picture a Captain trying to rudder a ten degree correction at 600 mph with all his passengers glued to one wall? Let's now go to multi-engined aircraft on primary instruments (needle and ball) simulating engine failure on one side, with gyros toppled, in cloud or at night. Wow! The thrust of the live engine(s) is in the yawing plane. To be truthful there may be some slight effect in the rolling and pitching planes, but at least 95% is in yaw. When an engine fails the immediate action is to push in rudder to prevent yaw, not waiting until the yaw creates a secondary effect, a bank or turn, which of course would then entail the use of aileron. By keeping the ball centered with rudder, hardly any aileron is needed to maintain direction. Simple. Then you can fool around with the dead engine or set up for continuous "engine-out" flight. If on the other hand an initial attempt is made to hold the ball centered with aileron, the more the needle will want to turn because the very action of cranking on aileron (at the expense of rudder) toward the live engine(s) causes more drag on the dead engine side and only worsens the picture. I remember that the B-25 spun very suddenly and quickly under these conditions. And had elevator reversal as well, but that is another story. Few will disagree that flying habits should be developed in such a way that they can be used safely in most airplanes (Fig. 4), not just suited to some relatively docile, lowpowered, limited-control puddle jumper. For instance, the quaint custom of teaching students to pick up a wing at stall, with rudder, is dumb. Because the main task at stall recovery should be to get at the cause of the stall. And that means there is too high an angle of attack for the power used. To recover, the stick has to go forward, not screw around with rudder. If the nose pulls a little to one side, pick a new heading on which to restore normal flight. Who cares about picking up a wing tip, either with ailerons or with rudder? You are inviting a snap and spin on some aircraft types. When misusing the rudder like this, the ball gets shoved out of center which is an intentional yaw. Even if this doesn't drop the other wing tip, you then have to work the ball back in again, all unnecessary labor, complication and height consuming.



FIGURE 3



The ball Is just a ball, to be kept centered by the feet



As mentioned before but especially during recovery



FIGURE 2



Test pilots discovered that these things would actually fly level like this, much to the surprise of a lot of peole. 46 MAY 1978



from unusual positions on primary instruments, the needle gives a steady and accurate reading only if the ball is centered first. Okay, let's say you are in the back seat of a T-6, under the hood and I'm going to set up a practice



FIGURE 4 Both these machines fly In the same air under the same aerodynamic laws and are controlled in the same 3 basic planes, the yawing, pitching and rolling planes.



unusual position. I drive the airplane around in a very steep right turn for about 30 seconds, and unnoticed by you, I've wound on full top rudder and full up elevator while maintaining steady airspeed, turn rate and centered ball. I let go, "You have control," (Fig. 5). Off goes the airspeed and the airplane wants to fly sideways. A start has to be made somewhere, even if it is only a millisecond before the next action. So first a very slight pause, let the instruments settle down while the general situation is being assessed. The airspeed has to increase and this means stick forward, trim and possibly engine. The airspeed is first because at the low end it is necessary to have airspeed before one can do much of anything else, except in an actual spin. Elevator is also usually first in a dive because delay can cause the redline to be exceeded. Next the ball is ruddered into the center even if it takes inordinate pressure, adjust it with trim (as for power failure in a multi) then as the airplane assumes a no-slip no-skid condition, look to see what the needle is trying to say about the rate of turn. As the ball and needle are centralized, the hand on the airspeed indicator has probably stopped and is just about to show an increase (or decrease after a dive). It is at this point that the stick forward pressure is relaxed because the airplane is now approximately level in pitch. If you have a vertical-speed instrument, go onto it, to maintain a constant altitude. The above described routine will invariably result in a smooth though rapid recovery, with no hunting. Now to do it the other way. Same steep turn procedure and "You have control." Correct for airspeed, but this time try to center the needle with rudder. This sends the ball out even farther from center, mandating even more aileron to pull the ball back. Furthermore if the ball was on the opposite side of the needle, endeavoring to rudder the needle back could whang the ball across and out the other side. Again, very sloppy, time and height consuming! The concept of ball in the center with rudder is important for accurate instrument and VFR flying. It is important for correct control during multi-engine power failure, either instrument or clear hood. And it is also important in aerobatics. Many civilian pilots have never flown on instruments and may never ever turn an airplane over. Perhaps because they have not had the instructional opportunity or the right kind of airplane available. Or they've been made sick at some time doing aerobatics and that queered it for them. Military fixed-wing training programs can call for aerobatics within the first few hours as well as instrument flying before solo. In this manner it cannot be denied that a more complete appreciation can be gained for the over-all control aspect of an airplane. As in World War II days,



when there are thousands of men in one organization, all learning to fly at one time, and learning to fly any of the various service aircraft, there has to be a uniformity of approach. Students bounced from one instructor to another, one type of airplane to another, one of which would have the propeller turning one way and another with its propeller turning in the opposite direction. Some airplanes had docile stalling characteristics and some with pointy wings had built-in minds of their own. A pilot didn't go around picking up a wing tip, at stall, with rudder in the early MK.l Harvards (before the wing was redesigned) or in Mosquitos or in Hudsons either. If it was attempted, these airplanes snapped, right now (Fig. 6). So a falling leaf was never practiced other than as an aerobatic maneuver and then only on some types as canopies were known to come off and windows to blow out. However, the fact is that each pilot is an individual and seldom is there only one way to do anything. If a pilot can consistently perform a maneuver a certain way, fine. If he could not, that's where the system helped. And that system recognized that there is a most satisfactory method for most handling problems, in most aircraft. Apart from the conspicuous logic, that was the reason for the ball-rudder, needle-aileron system. The philosophy of ball-rudder is in harmony with those aerobatics not related to inverted snaps with delayed recoveries (Lomcevaks) or other cross-control convolutions including cross-wind landings. As an example, when completing a roll-off-the-top, the nose may be pointing exactly 180 degrees from the entry, but unless the ball is in the center, who's kidding whom? The airplane is certainly not going where it is pointing. The poorer the quality of directional stability that an airplane might possess, the more compensation is necessary when pulling over to the inverted position. If it is to be a roll-off to the left, ease a little to the right on the way over, to create a slight angle for the roll to be accomplished on to the horizon with the ball dead center. The ball is controlled by the rudder but whether it is top or bottom rudder depends on which direction one rolls, the airspeed and how much and in what beam is the propeller precession. After all of the proceeding, it has to be noted that there is a situation where the needle is actually controlled by rudder. But only on the ground! And that circumstance is only during a primary-instrument take-off. During World War II, instrument take-offs with full panel (direction indicator and horizon) were a standard training requirement. It is not common knowledge with today's student pilots that ITO's on the primary panel were also required exercises, at least in the RAF and RCAF since early in that same war (Fig. 7). It was described in official instruction manuals, both elementary and advanced, and was done in most training types including multi-engined aircraft.



FIGURE 5 What do you do when It's staring back at you like this? SPORT AVIATION 47



FIGURES



After the first prototype flew, Lockheed designers put in wing-



tip slots to delay and soften wing dropping. If they did help, the prototype must have been dynamite!



As the throttle(s) is opened, the needle swings are averaged with the rudder. What else? There is no roll control and little command in pitch. With speed build-up, the needle steadies. Usually an early and definite lift-off makes it much easier, especially if cross-wind or on a narrow runway. Immediately airborne of course, the control of the needle is correctly transferred to the ailerons. There is one more "on instruments" condition, where it might be accepted that the rudder controls the needle. But in this case it is only momentarily. And that is at spin entry and spin recovery. At the stall, with the control column back, the rudder will move the needle in the direction of the intended spin. The needle will stay over during the spin. The position of the ball is immaterial, but is usually to the outside in a stablized spin. On recovery, full forward stick and opposite rudder. After a short period of time, the airplane breaks out of the spin, suddenly. At this point the needle will flick across the center to the other side, then back to center. In this split second, the needle is, in a sense, controlled by the rudder. Needless to say that as soon as the spin stops, the opposite rudder is smartly taken off. The remainder of the recovery" process is exactly the same as from a plain "unusual position". And that, once again, for this situation is: slight pause, ball center by rudder with stick back for airspeed and maintain the needle in the center with aileron. And it could be just that easy. The first ones seldom were however. But only because students tended to react to their sensations too much. As well as during the previously described steep-turn unusual-position practice, but especially in a prolonged spin say in a Harvard, from 13,500 ft. to 6,000 ft., the fluid in the semicircular canals of the ear, which started to flow on entry now slows down and stops. Eventually there is little if any sensation of turning. When the airplane abruptly stops spinning, the fluid now rushes around in the same direction as was the spin, creating the powerful feeling of a new spin though in the opposite direction (Fig. 8). A pilot must concentrate on the instruments while resisting this inner command. Otherwise there is an overwhelming tendency to apply control for this felt movement, actually putting the airplane into a spiral, in the same direction as the preceeding spin. In summary: if the airplane has only a ball indicator, rudder has to be used for it because it can not positively



show anything other than a slip or skid. When a rate gyro is added (the needle or a banking airplane) there is no reason to change the rules of the game. Yet, as noted earlier, there will always be folks who like to do it the hard way. Like standing up in a canoe. 48 MAY 1978



FIGURE 7 Instrument take-offs, using D.I. and Artificial Horizon have been commonplace for about 40 years. But how about trying one with



only the needle and ball?



FIGURE 8



Mother never said it would be like thlsl
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